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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
The Bluetooth Adapter provides wireless
Bluetooth connections to Lynx equipment.

The Bluetooth Adapter can be used with
an Audio Adapter or any interface from the
latest range of portable radio equipment.

The Bluetooth Adapter is powered from an
internal rechargeable battery and must be
charged before use.

When used with radio equipment, the
adapter supports the radio priority audio
mute function and any Bluetooth audio is
automatically reduced in volume during
radio reception.
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When fully charged, the adapter provides
a minimum of eight hours talk time and
three hundred hours standby time.

CHARGING:
To charge the adapter, plug the charger into
the mains supply and connect the adapter
using the USB charger lead.
The status indicator shows red while the
adapter is charging and goes off when the
adapter is fully charged. Charging takes
approximately one hour.

Before the adapter can be used with a
another device the two devices must be
‘paired’ together; this establishes two way
communication between the two devices
and stores the connection information for
future use.
To pair the adapter with a telephone:
1. Make sure that the adapter is turned off.
2. Set the adapter to pairing mode
(discoverable) by pressing and holding
the STATUS button for ten seconds.
The status indicator will flash red and
blue.

WARNING:
The mains charger supplied with the
Bluetooth Adapter is designed specifically
for use with equipment manufactured by
Lynx Avionics; do not use with other makes
and models of equipment.
Never expose the charger
to rain or moisture. The
charger is not waterproof
and is only intended to be
used indoors.

!

The charger contains live parts, at mains
voltage, and should not be dismantled.

ON/OFF CONTROL:
The adapter is turned on and off using the
STATUS indicator.
1. To turn the adapter on, press and hold
the STATUS indicator for six seconds.
The status indicator will flash blue every
three seconds.
2. To turn the adapter off, press and hold
the STATUS indicator for six seconds.

IMPORTANT

PAIRING:

3. Use the telephone’s Bluetooth pairing
procedure to look for new devices.
The adapter will appear in the list of
available devices as: Lynx BTA-1
4. Select the adapter (Lynx BTA-1) and
enter the PIN passcode: 0000
The status indicator will flash blue twice
to indicate that the pairing has been
successful.
It can take up to sixty seconds for two
devices to establish a connection the first
time that they are used together.
The adapter can store pairing information
for eight Bluetooth devices but only one
device can be connected at a time. Any of
the eight paired devices can initiate a
connection to the adapter but the adapter
will only automatically reconnect to the last
device used.
Once the adapter has been paired and
connected to a device, it will reconnect
automatically whenever it is within range.

READ THIS INFORMATION CAREFULLY BEFORE
ATTEMPTING TO USE THIS ITEM OF EQUIPMENT

MAKING CALLS:
The adapter suppor ts the Bluetooth
Handsfree profile and, depending on the
telephone, will provide at least the
minimum basic functions listed below:
1. To answer a call or end a call, press the
TALK button for less than one second.
2. To simplify telephone use in an aircraft,
the adapter will automatically answer a
call after three rings. To prevent the
adapter from answer ing a call,
immediately press and hold the TALK
button until you hear a tone.
3. To transfer a call back to the telephone,
press and hold the TALK button until
you hear a tone.
4. To redial the last number called, press
and hold the TALK button until you hear
a tone.
5. To adjust the headset volume, use the
TALK button + or –.

MUSIC:

To pair with a music player, follow the
instructions for pairing with a telephone. If
the music player does not have a screen
menu, the two devices will connect if they
are both put into pairing mode at the same
time.
1. To stop music playback, press the TALK
button for less than one second.
2. To move forward or back through music
tracks use the TALK button > or <.

